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The Summer rains have come early and turned the land into an African portrait filled
with colour and new life. The weather has made Game Drives challenging but has
made for some awesome cooler days for walking safaris. All the controlled ecological
burns have produced new flushes of fresh grass, attracting animals in their hordes to
these areas of the reserve.

Insects and their smaller companions
their pupae and are now emerging as butterflies.
In the evenings around camp many species of
moths collect around the pathway lights, toads
use this as an opportunity for some lazy hunting
and simply wait in ambush for a meal to come to
them.

The walking safaris are not all about the BIG 5
and this is the season for us, the guides, to really
show off Africa’s beauty.
This time of year signals to butterflies, moths and
a myriad of other insects and their relatives to
burst out of their winter hideaways and continue
their life cycles. Most of them have waited for the
cold months of winter to come to an end and
now, with the onset of warmer temperatures and
fresh growth on trees, have started their
relentless search for mates.

TALKING TRAILS
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On some mornings the trails have disturbed areas
where hundreds of caterpillars have hatched from

Small Orb Web spiders as big as your Little finger’s nail can be found stringing their webs
between trees and shrubs. Before the end of the
summer season
the females will
be as big as an
man’s hand,
dwarfing their
male spider
counterparts.
Having worked
exclusively with
insects for over 3
years this is truly
my favorite part
of the year.

Wild Dogs running wild….
A pack of Wild Dogs from a neighboring reserve has come back into a section that we base many of
our trails in. We were rewarded with an amazing sighting of these rare animals playing and
hunting in a dry river bed, while we watched from the bank.

This Month

Interesting facts

Kilometers Walked

Hours in the Bush



Elephant’s seismic communication
(communication by vibration) can travel
up to 250m/sec through the ground.



African Monarch butterflies get their
name from the gold ring that surrounds
their pupae, like a crown.



Geckos cannot blink, they lick their eyes
clean.



Leopard Tortoises are the only tortoises
that can swim.
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Birds abound
This time of year is also great for birding. Many of the birds have started their breeding
regime of finding mates and building nests. Some of the more interesting birds that
have been very vocal lately have been the Red Headed Weavers (an uncommon sighting
for this area), Narina Trogons and Ryan had a fantastic sighting of an African Broadbill.
A pair of African Crowned Eagles has settled into the area, they nest every year along
the river, much to the dismay of the Vervet Monkeys that live in the Forest system
along the river. Vervet Monkeys make up a large portion of the African Crowned Eagles
diet.
The Zululand area recently held its annual vulture
tagging program. Endangered Wildlife Trust, Birds of
Prey Working Group, Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, Wildlife
ACT and Eskom all got together to tag young vultures
in the Mkuze, Pongola and Hluhluwe / Imfolozi area.
This is done so that people can keep track of individual
birds as all vulture species are threatened with
extinction.

BIG 5 delight
We recently managed to see all the BIG 5 in 1 trail! The only 2 we did not actually see while walking were lion and leopard
however we found lion while driving to an area we wanted to walk in and found a leopard female while driving back to Leopard
Mountain Game Lodge.

BEST GUEST COMMENTS

The best guest comment for this month is from a guest who said nothing; instead they just wept tears of joy after completing a
lifelong dream of walking in Africa.

